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A Moscow court on Tuesday remanded journalist Artyom Kriger until mid-August on charges
related to the “extremism” case against late Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny, his employer said.

Kriger, who works for the independent SOTAvision news outlet, was accused of “participation
in an extremist community” after his Moscow apartment was searched by police on Tuesday
morning and his personal electronic devices were confiscated.

Moscow’s Basmanny District Court ruled to place him in pre-trial detention until Aug. 18. 

SOTAvision denied the accusations against the journalist, saying that “Kriger was never an
activist, he was not a member of any parties or movements.”

“There is no doubt that Artem did not cooperate with FBK, at least in order to avoid exposing
himself and his colleagues to obvious risks under the conditions of public journalistic work —
he and his voice were always on air,” SOTAvision said in a statement on Tuesday.

https://t.me/sotavisionmedia/31849
https://t.me/sotavisionmedia/31836


Related article: She Photographed Russian Political Prisoners. Now She's Charged With
'Extremism.'

Russian authorities designated Navalny’s activist network, including the disbanded Anti-
Corruption Foundation (FBK), as “extremist” in 2021, placing employees, volunteers and
supporters at risk of criminal prosecution.

If found guilty of participating in an “extremist” organization, Kriger faces up to six years in
prison. 

Another SOTAvision journalist, Antonina Favorskaya, was arrested in March on the same
charges after she was accused of “collecting material, preparing and editing videos for FBK.”

Last month, Moscow’s Basmanny District Court extended her arrest until Aug. 3. If found
guilty of participating in an “extremist” organization, she also faces up to six years in prison. 

The photojournalist had covered Navalny’s court hearings and filmed the last known video of
the Kremlin critic before his death at an Arctic penal colony on Feb. 16.

Navalny’s spokeswoman Kira Yarmysh denied that Favorskaya had published “anything” for
FBK.

Last year, Kriger’s uncle and Russian opposition activist Mikhail Krieger was sentenced to
seven years in prison on charges of “justifying terrorism” and “inciting hatred” that he and
his supporters argue is punishment for his opposition to the war in Ukraine.
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